Wrap-up on the 27th Annual IAJGS International Conference on Jewish Genealogy
Salt Lake City, July, 2007
Left: Paul Shapiro, of USHMM, 
Right: Alexander Avraham, Director, Hall of Names, 
Yad Vashem presenting the Award to 
Donald Hirschhorn
Top: computers available for everyone's use; Bottom: Hadassah Lipsius viewing the photographic exhibit.
The JRI-Poland Luncheon: Stanley Diamond, Judy Baston & Hadassah Lipsius
JRI-POLAND:
Views of the Update Lecture & the Luncheon
Elena Aschkenasi, the Argentinean lady now living in St. Louis, Missouri whose family Stanley found in the 20th century records of Lesko, Poland...that made her cry with joy.
Evelyne Haendel, Hidden Child in Brussels, Belgium – her search for her Jewish family’s roots
Evelyne Haendel Searches for Her Identity
• August 22, 1937
1975-2001

Visit to IKG office in Vienna
Birth certificate of Evelyne Haendel
1975-2001

War Victim’s Archives (Brussels)
Hidden Children Lists
Finding Isaac Haendel’s family
Unknown Brother of My Mother
Israel
Israel
My Family Tree 1945

- Wolfowicz
  - Pessa Wolfowicz
  - Moses Haendel
  - Sasha Wolfowicz
  - Fromer
  - Nachman Julius Wolfowicz
    - Evelyne Haendel 1937 -
    - Ursel Fromer
My Family Tree Today

220 members and growing
Stanley Diamond (Montreal), Florence Elman (Calgary), Catherine Youngren (Vancouver)
Jewish Bukovina
Resources for Family History Research

Bruce I. Reisch and Merle Kastner

July 2007

http://www.shtetlinks.jewishgen.org/sadgura/ReischToronto.html
So, . . . what else is new?

- New book on northern Bukovina being prepared
- Suceava and Siret cemetery projects being planned
- Czernowitz cemetery restoration contemplated, esp. in association with 600th Anniversary of Czernowitz in 2008
*Important new resource:

• **New in 2007**: Access to Czernowitz and Sadgora records via microfilm, Family History Library (here in Salt Lake City)

• Over 40 microfilm reels available

• Coverage includes selected records from Sadgora, births in “Czernowitz District” 1901-1923, and extensive sets of birth, marriage, and death records, plus indices, 1856-1940.

• Also includes “Public Records” 1780-1937 (105 microfilm reels of “Jewish Civil Documents”)

The Mormon Family History Library
Ron Doctor, Israel Pickholtz, Ceil Wendt Jensen, Linda Reiss Volin, Beau Sharbrough, Joel Weintraub, David Dilts (Family History Library), Michael Marvins, our own Alan Greenberg, Dr. Stephen P. Morse, Daniel Schlyter (Family History Dept., Mormon Church, IAJGS Board Member), Gary Mokotoff
Dr. Neil Rosenstein, Barbara Starkey (FHL), Claire V. Brisson-Banks, Jordan Auslander, Sandra Raymond Jarvis, Evelyne Haendel, Geoff Rasmussen (FHL), Werner L. Frank, Stanley Diamond, Phyllis Kramer, Paul Shapiro.
Kahlile B. Mehr (FHL), Rhoda Miller, Syd Mandelbaum, Ingo Zechner, Eileen Hallet Stone (the Jews of Utah), Rose Avigael Feldman, Pamela Weisberger, Hubert Steiner, John Entine, Gary S. Frohlich, Steve Lasky, Meliza Amity, Dan Rottenberg, Karen Franklin, Hubert Heubscher.
Canadian Meeting
Litvak friends having dinner together
Canadian friends having dinner together
Two Lectures – Steve Lasky & Steve Morse
The Closing Banquet